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ABSTRACT 

Hybrid rnethods which combine hidden Markov models (HM Ms) and connertionist techniqtws t,ak,· advantage 
of what are believed to be the strong points of each of the two approaches: the powerful discrirni11ation-based 
learning of connectionist, net.works and the time-alignment capability of HM Ms. C.:onuert.ionist Viterbi Trainiug 
(CVT) is a simple variation of Viterbi training which uses a back-propagation network to represent the output 
distributions associated with the transitions in the HMM. The work reported here represents the culmination of 
three years of investigation of various means by which HMMs and neural networks (NNs) can be cornbined for 
continuous speech recognition. This paper describes tlw CVT procedure, discusses the fart.ors most important. 
to its design and reports its recognition performance. Several changes made to the system over the pa.st year 
are reported here, including: (1) the change from recurrent. to non-recurrent. NNs, (2) the rhallge from SPHINX
style phone-based HM Ms to word-based HMMS, (3) the addition of a corrective training procedure, and (:l) the 
addition of an alternate model for every word. The CVT systern, incorporating these cha11ges, arhiews 99.1 % 
word accuracy and 98.0% st.ring accuracy on the TI/NBS Connected Digits task ( "Tl Digits"). 

1. Introduction - The Hybrid Approach 

Recent work in continuous speech recognition has focused on aug111enting existing hidden Markov 111udel (HMM) 
based techniques with other met.hods. One direction this research ha.5 taken is t.owards t.lw us,, of powerful 
discrimination methods instead of the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) procedures typically used for 
training HMMs. Since spet>ch recognition entails discriminating among speech units, learning procedures which 
are defined explicitly iu t.,'rt11s of performing a disrrimiuation task may be bett.er suit.eel to the> t.a.sk t.hau MLE. 

Another focus of recent. work with HMM-based speech recognizers has lwP11 011 modeling s1wr~ch para111eters 
directly, rather than using the drastically reduced representations of the speech signal produced by vector 
quantization (VQ). Syst,•111s which vector quantize have a distinct. disadvaut.age, being deprived of" inforrnatiu11 
which may be of use in the recognition process. One approach to this proble111 has lwen to use co11ti11uous 
density HM Ms. However, these systems incorporate assumptions about the dist.ributious of speech para111et,ers 
which may be inaccurate. (See [I).) 

Connectionist learning procedures are designed to perform accurate discri111111atzon, and t,hey operat.l' direct.Iy 
on real-valued parameters, without rnaking any strong assumptions about the distributions of these para111eters 
Since the energy funct,ious typically used in connectionist learning maxirniz<> t.he syste111 's ability to discri111inate 
among classes of input patt,erns, these procedures are well suited to speech recognition ;ipplicat,iuns, in which 
the usual goal is to disrri111i11at.e among words or phones. Most connectionist 111odels indude inputs defined over 
a continuous range of real nn111bers and exhibit no advantage with discrete inputs lntegrat.ing t.lwse uwdds int.o 
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HMMs can relieve the need for VQ, while adding discrimination-based learning. Hence, such hybrid methods 
have been the subject of a great deal of recent investigation (e.g., [2, :l]). 

In building hybrid connectionist/HMM systems, speech recognition is viewed as a static pattern c/asszjication 
problem combined with a time alignment problem. These systems take advantage of the ability of connect.ionist 
networks to discriminate accurately among classes in static pattern classification problems. They use HMM 
technology to find the optimal time alignment based upon the output of the connec.t.ionist component. of the 

system. 
In this paper, we describe the Connectionist Viterbi Training (CVT) procedure, which is one such hybrid 

system. We present a general overview of the systern, describe its components, and report a series of recent 
experiments in which we improved the performance of the system by more than 50% on the TI Digits task. 

2. System Overview 

The CVT system consists of a neural network (NN) and a hidden Markov model (HMM). These two components 
are not independent; the training of each depends on the other. 

A fundamental idea underlying the architecture of the CVT system is that. the connectionist. sectio11 of tlw 
system performs a speech classification task and the HMM part of the system performs a lime alzgn111cnl task. 

In the earliest version of this systern, the NN looked at a wide window of speech and produced a.s its 011tp11t. 
a hypothesis about tl1e ident.it.y of the word in its input window. These hypotheses were generated for input 
windows in every posit.ion on the input. data. Then, a viterbi search was used to find the optinial pat.Ii through 
these hypotheses. In this version of the syste111, the NN and HMM co1nponent.s were entirely iudependent.; the 
out.puts of the NN were simply passed for processing to the HMM. 

In the most recent version of the CVT system, the two cornponents of training are integrated. The outputs 
of the neural network no longer correspond to linguistic entities (as they did in a previous version of the system, 
which had out.put. units corresponding to words and phones); they now are defined in terms of i.l1t• HMM 
ard1itec.ture. Each NN output unit. maps to one transit.ion in the HMM. 
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Figure lb: HMM alignment of speech 

Figures la and I b illustrate t.he the primary components of the syst.ern. In the first. phase of processing, the 
syst.en, passes one frarne of speech (along with several frames of cont.ext.) to the NN, which outputs a vector 
of ffoating point nurnbers; this vector will serve as the output. probabilities for the HMM. 111 the second ph,c,e 
of processing, one<> one vector of output probabilities has been generated for every frarne of input. speech, a 
Vit.erbi alignment. is performed to det.ermi1w the most likely path through the HMM. During training, this is a 
"forced alignrnent." (i.P. forced to pass through the correct. word sequence), and the nesult.s of the alignment. are 
used for re-training the NN. During recognition, the Viterbi alignrnent. is free to pass through all words, and 
the sentence recognized is determined by observing the words entered. 

3. The TI Digits Task 

The Texas Instruments Connected Digits Recognition Task ( cornmonly known as "Tl Digits") ha.s hecorne one 
of the standard t.a.sks on which recognition perfonnance of systems is assessed. The database consist.s of studio
quality dialectically-ha.lanced recordings of about. 10.000 utterances of digit. strings ranging in length front one 
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to seven. The vocabulary includes the words "one" through "nine," "oh" and "zero." 

The data, as provided by the NBS, was sampled at 20 KHZ. Before use for training or testing our system, 
the speech was downsampled to 16 KHz and pre-emphasized with a filter of 1 - 0.97z- 1. Then, a Hamming 
window with a, width of 20 ms was applied every 10 ms. Autocorrelation analysis with order 14 was followed by 
LPC analysis with order 14. Finally, 12 LPC-derived cepstral coefficients and one power value were computed 
for each frame. 

4. Co1111ectio11ist Architecture 

4.1. Current CVT NN Architecture 

The current version of the CVT system uses a four-layer 1 network which accepts as input 91 speech coefficients 
and produces as output 120 floating point numbers between zero and one. The input consist.s of one :W ms. 
frame of speech with three frames of context on each side ( 10 ms overlap between adjacent frames), and the 
output includes one value for every transition in the HMM. The two hidden layers each contain :J4 units. Hence, 
the total number of connections in the network is 8,330. The network is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Fiaure 2: 
The Network Used in the Current Version of the System 

Figure 3: 
The Recurrent Network Used In a Previous Version of the System 

The considerations that wert' made in designing the network included: 

I. Choosmg the optimal number of layers - We found that there was a significant, 1wrfom1a11<·,· lw11etlt for 
using four layers instead of three. The classification error rat,e was reduced by nearly an order of magnitude 
when the number of layers in the network was increased from three to four. 1 The addition of a fourth 
layer resulted in a significantly longer training period, due to the slown convergence which is t.ypically 
observed is deeper networks. 3 Adding a fifth layer did not produce a11y 1wrfon11a11ce beuefit. aud iucreased 
the training time by an order of magnitude over that of the four-layer network. 

2. Choosing the 07,timal number of units per hidden layer · We found that the recognition perfor111ance of 
the network did not depend on th<> number of units in <>arh hidden layer. However, when there wer,- very 
few units in each hidden layer (fewer than ten), the convergence of the network wa5 so slow that. we were 
unable to complete training. 4 

:l. Choosing between rcc1,rrence and non-recurrence ( and the structure of the r·ecurrent 111.cchani.rn, when 
present)- We have' performed extensive investigations of the benefits of various types of recurrent n<'l,works, 

1The convention used here is that the term .,..layer,, refers to a layer of uruf . .;; i11 tht> network: hence, a. Jom·-luyn· 1wtwork 
has three layers of weight.s. 

2This experiment was performed with a network trained to da..,sify !">OU m:-. block~ accor<liuµ, to the l">?,lt to whlCh 

they belonged. This network will not be described here. 

3This is an empirical observation made by the authors and applies to networks trained for speech recognition. Tht' 
same observation has been made by others not working on speech recognition e.i,, .. Hi11to11 (personal co111111unicatio11). 

4 A past e"periment (5) showed that NN performance on a speech classification task dei,,raded slii,,htly whe11 the 1111111ber 
of hidden units was reduced clra.stically (to about 2 or 3) and reached a plateau quickly (when the number of hidden 
units reached about 8). 
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which we will mention only briefly here. We found that the best. configurntion for a recurrent network 
was that. shown in Figure a. This architecture is similar t.o that described by Ehnau [4]; however, in our 
network, there are ten groups of "history" or "representation" 11nit.s, wherP Elniau has only one. In our 
experiments, the network was unable to retain information across more thau t.wo t.i111t' sl.eps wlwu only one 
set of history units was used. The system performed 6% better with t.he recurrent version of the network 
than with the non-recurrent version, but, as discussed below, we felt that. the computational cost was too 
high to justify this benefit. 

4. Determining the topology of connections between layers- Although we have not examined dilfereut patterns 
of connection in the cont.ext of the complete CVT system, we did investigate the impact of using sparse 
connections between layers on training data classification performance. We found that accuracy was 
degraded by 10 - 50%, as the density of connections between layers varied between t.he maximum ("fully 
connected") and a pattern of local connections in which each unit had a fan-in of ten.5 

5. HMM Architecture 

5.1. Current CVT HMM Architecture 

In the current version of the system, the HMM architecture is similar to that described by Bakis [5]. The system 
uses word models in which each transition corresponds on average to two frames of speech in a word. This is 
close to the optimal HMM topology reported by Pirone [6] for this ta.5k; he found that the best configuration 
uses word models with one transition for every frame of speech in a prototypical utterance of the word rnodeled. 
We used half this number of transitions in order to reduce the computational cost. of training and recognition. 

I &&8.8----8.8-o I 
Flgure4b: 

The Bakls-style Word Model upon whkh our Model Is Based 

Figure 4a: Our Word Model 

Figure 5: 
lbe Phone Model Used In a PrevlOUB Venlon of the System 

Figure 4a illustrates th<" word 111odels used in the current version of the CVT system, and Figure 4b shows 
the simpler Bakis-style rnodels upon which our models are based. In our versiou of the word models, tlie 
duration controls are significantly tighter, since self-loops are not permitted. 

As shown in Fig. 4a, every adjacent. pair of states (e.g., those labeled a and b in the figure) actually 
corresponds to a series of st.ates (illustrated in t,he lower portion of Fig. 4a). This series of states serves a., 
a replacement for the self-loop that. would have appeared on state a in the architect.ure shown in Fig. 4b. 
All of the transitions in the series are tied; i.e., they all share the same output probability (and therefore all 
correspond to the sanw out.put. unit. in t,he network). Furthermore, each of t.he t,ransitions to st.ate b ha.~ a 
probability associat.ecl with it., which allows duration modeling at. tlw stat.e lt>vel. (H,•nce, th,~ original Bakis 
arrhit.ect.ure shown in Fig. 4b would lw equivalent. t.o tht> d<>sign in Fig. •1a if (i) a C't'iling we>re placed uu tlw 
number of ti111es a sdf loop rnuld l,e taken, and (ii) a probability p(a, n) of takiug a self loop a 11 time, were 
calculated.) 

t.The term "fa.11-iu" referi,; to th<~ nmnher of inc:uming connections to a unit. 
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5.2. Phone Models vs Wol'd Models 

In a previous version of the system, we used phone-based HM Ms with exactly the samt' topology iL~ those used 
in the SPHINX system [7). (See Figure,,.) When we switched from these to the word-based HMMs described 
above, the system performance improved by 40%. 

The disadvantage of the phone models is that each transition in the HMM has to model a variety of speech 
frames, which are not highly localized within words. Specifically, we believe that the disadvantages of the phoue 
models are owed to (I) parallel transitions, (2) self-loops, and (3) too few tra11sitions µer word; the best HMM 
architecture is that which models at the lowest level, with the most, rigid correspondence between transitions 
and speech. 

6. Recent l1npl'oveme11ts to the CVT PI"ocedul'e 

6.1. Col'rective Training 

Using a form of corrective trainmg, we have further reduced the error rate in tlw new non-recurrent word-based 
CVT system by about 6%. The general idea of the corrective training procedure is that emphasis iu trailling 
should be placed on sentences in which the system is likely to commit recognition errors. This emphasis is 
achieved simply by perforrning extra training on rnisrecognized sentences. HowPver, given t.lw rat,<-' of recuguition 
errors, there is not a large corpus of misrecognized sentences to use in this rnanrwr. 

In order to generate more misrecognitions for the corrective training procedure, we suppress correct rerogni
t.ion of a random subset of training sentences; we prevent the Viterbi forced alignment from entering the correct 
word at certain randomly selected times. Not only does this augment the size of the corrective--traini11g corpus, 
it also produces sentences which are likely to include realistic recognition errors - since the system is in effect 
n1aking a "second choice" recoguition, which we assurne oft.en corresponds to the sorts of errors rnade in actual 
rewgnition. 

6.2. Multiple Models 

A second training strategy which has proved beneficial yielding a :l:Jo/i. incre,csc, in performance uses rnultiple 
models for each word. Once t.he singk·-111odel-per-word syst.ern was fully t.rai11t'd, an <-'Xtra out.put unit for every 
tra11sition in every word was added to tlw neural network. These weights were set equal to tlw corresponding 
previotLSly trained weights, with the addition of a small (.5%) random pert.urbation. The11, an addit,iorml HMM 
was created for every word, a11d t.hese new 111odels were associated with 1.Jr., new 11et.work out.put. 1111it.s. 

CVT training proceeded a.5 before: however, during the forced alignment. phas,~, the systern was pennit.Led 
to enter either of the models for a word, based on the network scores. HPnce, the syst,en, w,cs able t,o develop 
rnodds specialized for t.wo prirnary pro1111nciat.io11s of each word. For <'xampl,,, we• observed I.hilt. t.l1P word 
'eight.' (phonetically represellteecl as /ay/ /t/) has t.wo prirllary pro1111nciat.ions: 011e in whirl, t.he final stop is 
strongly pronoullced and another ill which it. is hardly detectable. Using I.he 11ew syste111 config,11raLioll, t.he two 
pronunciatiolls could lw 111odeled separately. 

7. Results & Condusion 

Tab!,, 1 is a su111111ary of t.h,0 pPrforrnanr<· of the• ( 'VT syst.eu1 Oil t.lw Tl Digits task. showillg t.lw rl1a11gc•s in 
perforrnallCt' which accornpa11ied t.lie rece11t. changces to the system. The' rnrrenl versiou uf th<' syst.,·n, achi,,v.,, 
99.1 % word accuracy a11cl 98.0% strillg accuracy on the Tl Digits. 

The goal of this work wa., to build a continuous-speech recoguition syst.,,n, which co111bi11c><I t.111• pat.lern
cla.,sificatio11 ability of con11ect.io11ist. net.works with the tirne-alignruent ability of hidcle11 J\,l;u-kov n1ockls. W" 
b,~ga11 witli a syslt~111 built uf t.wu distinct. cu111poueuts: a NN fra11JC_• classifi<.'r, a11d au HMM post.-proces:-;or. 

The11, usi11g t.l,e Con11<•ct.io11ist. Viterbi Training procedure, w,• i11t.i,grat,·cl t.he trai11i111', of tlw two parts of t,lw 
system, such t.ltat. the cl,Lssifirat.ion I.ask lwi11g 1wrfol'llwd by t.lw NN was in dfrrt collt,rolled by t.h,· IIMM. 
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Word String l11cremental 

Accuracy Accuracy Improvement 

Baseline 98.5 95.0 

C:VT System 1990 

- recurrence 98.0 94.7 -6% 

+ word models 98.7 96.8 +40% 

+ correct.i ve 98.8 97.0 +G% 
training 
+ multiple 99.1 98.0 +:3:3% 

models 

Table 1: Recent Improvements in Results on TI Digits 

In rnaking the 1nost recent revisions to the system, we have r~ached sevf>ral conclusions, whjch 111ay lw 
extensible to other approaches and other tasks as well: (I) that modeling speech at the lowest level possible 
appears to produce the best results and, when permitted by the task (i.e., when the vocabulary is sufficiently 
small and the size of the training corpus sufficiently large), word-based HM Ms should be used in place of pho11e
based HM Ms, (2) that the performance of non-recurrent NNs is only slightly worse than recurrent N Ns, and 
the former allows a significant cornputational saving, (:l) that a correct.iv,, training procedure ran wduce tlw 
error rate by providing additional training on error-prone data, and (4) that using nmlt.iple 1110deb per word 
can result in a higher overall recognition rat.P, by allowing distinct representations of different pro11u11ciatio11, 
or different speaker characteristics. 

The most general conclusion to be drawn from this work is that NN-HMM hybrid syste111s show great. 
promise in the domain of continuous speech recognition. These systeJ11s, which have lwe11 under investigation 
for only about three years, have already achieved error rates within one order uf magnitude of tlw best, results 
on a task for which HMM-based recognizers haw !wen under deVPlop111ent for nearly a decade. This early 
success suggests that these hybrid systems lllay be one of the most viable 111eans for perfortning high-acrnracy 
continuous speech recognition. 
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